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It all started with a Twitter conversation

Twitter, Jun 19 https://twitter.com/anayaesther/status/1273878593291124736

…how much cycling is done and who cycles or not cannot be understood if 
we don’t look at power relations: racism, misogyny, ageism. 

Too many invisible human beings, cyclists and non-cyclists. We all contribute 
to their invisibility if we don’t acknowledge power imbalances (including 
privilege) entrenched in the urban mobility system and all other economic, 
social and environmental systems.

https://twitter.com/anayaesther/status/1273878593291124736


Privilege
What is white privilege? John Amaechi, 7th August 2020

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrvkbqt (00:26)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrvkbqt


Moments of Provocative Discomfort 

- ‘Provocative Discomfort’

- Uncomfortable scenarios and situations (the red lights)

- Positions of relative privilege, power and vulnerability

- Scenario: Man researching gender and cycling. 

- How do I deal with this?

Self-awareness, 

Empathy, 

Embodiment...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw


Reflexivity - Finlay 2002
- ‘Intersubjective reflection’ perspective: “focus on the situated and negotiated 

nature of the research encounter” (p. 215); “self-in-relation-to-others” (p. 216).

- Scenario: Wearing a helmet to interviews
- Clarifying research aim and position on topic
- Comparing differently ‘positioned’ researchers 
- Insider - outsider; complicit participant - ally
- ‘Conversational partners’ 
- Scenario: bus drivers taking the cyclists’ point of view (Sherriff, 2017)

Conversation...

https://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/eprint/42933/1/Safe%20Urban%20Driving%20Research%20Final%20Feb2017%20v2.pdf


Sherriff, 2017, p.21 “Who cycles?”

http://www.cyclingandsociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/CSS2017_Sherriff.pdf


Reflexivity

(Finlay, 2002)

https://doi.org/10.1177/146879410200200205


CDA as an analytical tool
“Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is discourse analytical research that primarily 
studies the way social-power abuse and inequality are enacted, reproduced, 
legitimated, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context.” (Van 
Dijk, T.A. 2015)

Example. Accident vs. crashes, car jumps a red a light vs. cyclists jump a red light 
(agency). (For more, see Caimotto, 2020)

How do we talk about cycling in research? 

Scenario: should we be more careful when using the word “bicycle” 
#BeyondTheBicycle?

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/9781118584194.ch22
https://www.palgrave.com/gp/book/9783030440251


Situated knowledge

“The only way to find a larger vision is 
to be somewhere in particular.” 

Disembodied scientific objectivity:

“The God trick of seeing everything from nowhere”

Embodiment: 
awareness of the 
body, as a body.

(Haraway, 1988)

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3178066


Does this make you uncomfortable in some way 
about your research?

OK. Get Comfortable Being Uncomfortable.



Agency

Human Beings Doing Research about Human Beings:
“Coming to terms with the agency of the “objects” studied is the only way to avoid 
gross error and false knowledges of many kinds in these sciences” 

Scenario: participatory (action) research - cycle trainers @inspiresscience

(Haraway, 1988)

https://twitter.com/inspiresscience
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3178066


Conversation

Scenario: man researching gender and cycling

(Haraway, 1988)

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3178066


Conclusions - The Ongoing Challenge of Reflexivity

Trying to engage in a debate and reflection about reflexivity: 

- How do we become reflexive researchers?
- Should we make reflexivity explicit in our research? How? Transparency.
- Are there obvious power-dynamics between the researcher and the human 

objects of their research.
- Discomfort, Red lights: what do we do with them?
- How do you build that trust?

What next?
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